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MOTHER HEAVY RAID ON SOUTHERN GERMANY

Last night’s raid on Stuttgart was the third heavy attack made this week hy
our four-engined bombers on a great industrial centre of Southern Germany, Like

Nuremberg and Munich, Stuttgart has some of the most modern and best equipped of

war factories, both in and around the town. These extensive and highly specialised

plants produce aero engines, tank engines, aircraft, submarine and motor components
of all kinds, and electrical equipment.

All three towns are strongholds of the Nazi party, and in all of them modern

factories have sprung up at the same time as important Nazi assembly halls and other

buildings. The substitution of four for two-engined bombers has recently enabled

the weight of our attack to be doubled and trebled.

Towards the end of the sharp half-hour attack, fires in the southern districts -

it was clear that they were most numerous - had spread into one fierce blaze from

which dense blank smoke billowed up from the target.

"As I made my bombing run,
” said the pilot of a Halifax, "there was a lane of

fires and blazing incendiaries burning below/- us, Other fires were glowing brightly

on either side of it and high explosives were going off among them. As we turned

for home, some of the fires had changed to orange in colour through the haze that

covered the target”.

Flak was not intense - it livened up a little towards the end of the attack ••

and the Germans appeared to have relied mostly on night fighters. There were

several fighting combats, A Halifax had a quick exchange of fire with a Messerschmitt

109 and a second or two later the Me. was seen to explode in the air, A Lancaster

beat off a 110, and although in the encounter two of the Lancaster's engines

were damaged it continued on its course and arrived bank at base without further

incident«


